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Background 
 
A core group of nine teachers and two facilitators met and adapted the tradition of Japanese 
Lesson Study in the setting of the Park City Mathematics Institute. The group was visited for 
various lengths of time by district supervisors, university faculty, and representatives from 
state departments of education and the defense industry.  In keeping with collaboration as the 
format for studying student learning in Japan, the visitors were welcomed and their ideas 
considered as the group developed its research lesson.   
 
Japanese Lesson Study differs from other forms of professional development common in the 
United States in that it is teacher-driven and student-centered (Bass et al, 2002).  A group of 
teachers collaboratively develops a lesson to research how students learn.  This is more 
powerful, and less risky, than a common “I have a good idea” approach often taken in 
American schools.  The teacher teams work together to develop an overarching goal for the 
students (or school), a goal for the research lesson, and to design the lesson. In traditional 
lesson study, the lesson is taught by one of the teachers in the group, and the other teachers 
observe the students during this “first-teach”.  Afterwards, the teachers modify the lesson 
based on their observations about how students responded to the tasks and teacher questions 
and what this signified about their learning.  A second teacher teaches the modified lesson, 
and again the other members of the team observe.  A final debrief of the lesson is held with a 
facilitator, and the lesson is written in final form for sharing.   The final versions are available 
in many outlets in Japan, but the real focus is on the process of developing the lesson not on 
the final product. The learning on the part of the teachers is made stronger by the input of 
many people and by the opportunity to observe the students’ interaction with the lesson on 
both occasions and discussing what elements of the lesson caused the different student 
responses.  The interest is in how students learn and what they learn; therefore the 
observations focus on the students’ work, their responses to the questions, their approach to 
the mathematics, and not simply on what the teacher is doing. 
 
Selecting a topic 
 
Selecting a topic was by far the most difficult task for the diverse group.  A team from a 
specific school or district focuses more quickly on an area to research than the diverse PCMI 
teacher group could.  Because the students who would take part in the lesson were eighth 
graders, the PCMI team spent several days listing important topics in middle school 
mathematics. The team identified those topics considered difficult for students and narrowed 
these to one that the group wanted to explore in a rigorous manor. 
 
The chosen topic for this lesson was:  How do students learn about graphical representations 
of change? What does rate of change mean in a variety of contexts and how do you interpret 
the graph of these?  Can the same graph have multiple interpretations? 
  
Designing the lesson 
(See PCMI Lesson Study Version I.) 
 



Given the size of the lesson study group, they broke into teams to write an outline for the 
research lesson.  The different products each team produced generated lively discussions but 
resulted in surprisingly similar outlines once the ideas were presented.  Small groups were 
given the tasks of writing separate parts of the lesson.  A research lesson in Japan typically 
consists of four parts (Bass et al, 2002):   
 

• hatsumon (asking a question to stimulate students' thinking) 
• shu hatsuman (the key question for the day)  
• neriage (polishing up, a whole class discussion) 
• matome (summing up).  

 
The group wanted to build as much of the lesson from the students’ understanding as possible 
and decided to have the students brainstorm things that change in something common in their 
lives.  The lesson begins with the teacher blowing up a balloon.  The key question revolved 
around what was changing, which led to interpreting a graph given to the students to see if 
they could create a reasonable story for the graph – both in terms of the balloon and more in 
other contexts. Intensive discussion led to choosing a graph placed in the first quadrant, 
showing a smooth continuous curve with regions having two different positive slopes and an 
interval with zero slope between them, somewhat like a cubic.  The group considered 
whether or not to label the axes and decided in the end to study how the students responded 
to the necessity of labels in the discussions generated by the graphs.  Students were asked to 
write stories about what might be done to the balloon that matched the shape of the graph.  
Students, working in pairs, were then asked to write their own stories that matched the graph.  
The final activity was to be making a graph that would match a story provided by the teacher.   
 
The lesson study group discussed very small details of the lesson including how to arrange 
the students into groups, how to record students’ ideas, whether their ideas would be recorded 
verbatim on lists on the board, whether these lists would be edited by the teacher, and how 
exactly the balloon should be blown up (rapidly, with a pause and then slowly.)  While 
reaching all of these decisions took time, the important fact is that these were collaborative 
decisions, and strategies for dealing with each level of scaffolding were group decisions. 
 
Japanese Lesson Study is student-centered.  Since the group of teachers is in essence, 
researching how students learn, the lesson has to focus on finding out from the students what 
they know.  The students who made up the class for the study lesson were eighth grade 
students from a school district near Park City and were unknown to everyone in the lesson 
study group.  The local contact provided some mathematical background and general 
information on the students, but it was unnerving to plan a lesson and to think about teaching 
it to students about whom very little background information was available.  However, this 
imagined disadvantage turned out to be an advantage, forcing the group to draw on their 
general knowledge of students to write a lesson that would draw information from specific 
yet unknown students.  It is a great way to look at the task of teaching.   
 
First Teach 
(See PCMI Lesson Study Version II.) 
 
In the PCMI modified version of Lesson Study, the lesson was first taught to volunteer 
teachers from the other working groups of PCMI.  This trial revealed both strengths and 
weaknesses of the lesson.  The power of Lesson Study is the iterative process used to modify 



the lesson and the discussion of the lesson study team around what seems to be working in 
the lesson that enables students to reason and to progress mathematically and what in the 
lesson seems to be hindering that progression.  The first lesson was a best guess-and then 
collectively, the group, based on the observations recorded during the lesson while taught to 
their peers, changed parts of the lesson that did not work and elaborated on portions of the 
lesson that needed strengthening.  
 
Refining the Lesson 
(See PCMI Lesson Study Version III.) 
 
Changes had to do with more focus on the mathematics and sharpening the teacher questions. 
The major modification was suggested when the trial revealed that students’ stories provoked 
the best teachable moments. As the lesson unfolded the connection to the initial brainstorm of 
things that change when a balloon is blown up, while interesting (Figures 1 and 2), was not 
well made, and the activity was cut. 
 

          
Figure 1: Group A, What is changing?  Figure 2: Group B, What is changing? 
 
Re-teach at Provo 
(See PCMI Lesson Study Version IV.) 
 
The PCMI lesson study group drove to Provo, Utah where one of the them would teach the 
lesson to a group of students willing to come into school in the summer, not a typical set of 
students but ones who approached learning as an opportunity.  Eight eighth graders joined the 
teacher team, meeting in the students' previous year’s classroom.  The students were very 
willing to engage in the lesson, worked well in pairs and as a whole provided good comments 
after the lesson was over. 
 
 
Final Debriefing 
 
The final debrief was also an adaptation due to the unique situation.  The debriefing session 
was conducted on the drive back to Park City.  The lesson took place the day before the three 



weeks of PCMI ended, and the groups did not have the luxury of choosing a time and place 
to discuss the ideas in a classroom setting. As the teacher of the lesson, Megan was given the 
first opportunity to speak about her observations of the lesson.  A summary of her reflections 
is below.  Overall the group felt that the student discussion of the mathematics was excellent. 
 

• Students understood the need for labels on the axes and in particular, pondered 
carefully what would happen if the labels were switched in a given situation (In 
Figure 3 the two students debated between themselves and then with the class about 
which labeling would make sense for the graph; in Figure 4, the students did not label 
the axes. When questioned, they offered that the horizontal axis was age of children 
and the vertical axis was the number of kinds of food they ate and when kids were 
teenagers they only ate pizza.  Astute students noted that if the vertical axis was 
indeed the number of foods, then the graph should not flatten out but drop to 1; 
students suggested changing the vertical axis to total number of foods.) 

 

                        
Figure 3: Distance traveled over time      Figure 4: Number of Foods Eaten by Age 
  
• Students considered the need for labels and how to make sure the domain was 

appropriate for the graph; 

           



Figure 5: Snowboarding Sales           Figure 6: Distance and Time 
 
• Students  recognized that the teacher (Megan) expected not only answers but 

reasoning and explanations. (Observers noted the conversation of one pair of 
students,  “No, we're not done; she is going to make us explain why this makes 
sense.”)  

 
Given these comments, the team revised the lesson once more. 
(See PCMI Lesson Study Version V.) 
 
 
Post-Teaching Reflection by Megan 
– July 29, 2004 
 
The Japanese Lesson study process was a very powerful experience for me. As the teacher of a 
lesson created collaboratively with other educators, I had to balance my personal teaching style 
with the agreed-upon “script” of the Lesson Study team. I found it very difficult to maintain this 
balance and during the lesson was fearful of missing a “big idea.” I was surprised and thankful, 
however, that the debriefing and revision of the lesson was focused very little on me and very 
much on the fluidity of our activities and the mathematical residue left with the students as they 
left the class. Overall, I am very proud of the lesson we created and would use it in my own 
classroom.   
 
The success of our lesson was heavily dependent on the questions asked by the teacher to probe 
for understanding. It was very important that the teacher ask these questions and use the student 
responses to direct the learning toward the lesson goals. Fortunately in our lesson the student 
volunteers were incredibly willing to give answers, take risks and talk about the mathematics in 
detail. This indicated to me the importance of creating a classroom dynamic of mutual respect 
where everyone’s ideas are valued. I felt very confident that the students were genuinely 
interested in the lesson and were comfortable elaborating upon and explaining their own and 
other’s answers.  
  
The main difficulty I had during the lesson was deciding what to make explicit and when.  
There was so much mathematics in this lesson, and each graph brought up different concepts and 
questions. It was difficult to choose when to use specific vocabulary and when to let students use 
their own language. Working with the explicit vocabulary is something that could be delineated 
in later lessons, of course. For example, I did not use the phrase “rate of change,” despite talking 
extensively about how things were changing on the graphs and what was causing the change. I 
didn’t use the terms “independent variable” or “dependent variable” either, and, looking back, I 
feel the group should have discussed involving this mathematical language in the lesson 
somewhere.  
  
Overall, I feel this lesson would be a fantastic jumping-off point into more complex algebraic 
ideas surrounding graphing, rate of change and the four representations of data. It was obvious 
the students enjoyed the lesson and learned something at the same time. That is what it’s all 
about, right? 
 
Conclusion 
 



Japanese Lesson Study is a potentially rich model for continued teacher professional 
development. The structure of the process allows change to be smoothly inserted in a controlled 
way.  It is not up to an individual teacher to make all of the decisions about what the mathematics 
means or how to teach it.  The teacher teams decide on a single area to investigate thoroughly, 
with an iterative process to mark improvement and evaluate success.  With some prompting from 
the outside observers, the teachers begin to recognize the significance of the way a question is 
asked, of the choice of an example, of the sequence of tasks, and the influence of each of these on  
student understanding. The teachers take away one great lesson, but more than that they take 
away a confidence built on real understanding of how an idea works with real students in a real 
setting with documentation and discussion to reinforce the learning and the value of talking 
through the details of the lesson that can make this happen with their peers.   
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